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Motivation and Contents 
n  Neutrino energy and Q2 needed for 

n  Hadron physics, electroweak couplings to nucleons and resonances 
n  Neutrino oscillations 

n  Neutrino beams are broad in energy 
n  Modern experiments use nuclear targets 
n  Nuclear effects affect cross section measurements, neutrino 

energy  and Q2 reconstruction and, consequently, oscillation 
parameters 
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Neutrino Oscillations 

Vacuum 
oscillation Matter effects, 

ne = electron density 
depends on sign of Δ31 

appearance probability 

mass hierarchy 
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LBNE, δCP Sensitivity 

Need energy to distinguish between different δCP 

Need to know neutrino 
energy to better than  
about 100 MeV 
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Oscillation Signal  
Dependence on Hierarchy and Mixing Angle 

n    
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Shape sensitive to hierarchy and sign of mixing angle 
Energy resolution of about 50 MeV is needed                                    

T2K 
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Energy Reconstruction by QE 
n  In QE scattering on nucleon at rest, only l +p, no π, is outgoing. 

lepton determines neutrino energy: 

 
n  Trouble: all presently running exps use nuclear targets 
1.  Nucleons are Fermi-moving 
2.  Final state interactions may hinder correct event identification 
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Final State Interactions 
 in Nuclear Targets 

Nuclear Targets (K2K, MiniBooNE, T2K, MINOS, Minerva, ….) 

„stuck pion event“ 

Complication to identify QE, entangled with π production 
Both must be treated at the same time! 
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Need for a Neutrino Generator 
n  Need final state for event reconstruction 
n  Inclusive cross sections are not enough, need  

semi-inclusive for event identification 
n  Must describe complete final state of (νA à l X)  
    for 0 pion condition (incl. ‚stuck pions‘) 
n  Only practical theory: MC or transport code 
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�  GiBUU : Theory and Event Generator 
    based on a BM solution of Kadanoff-Baym equations  
 
�  Physics content and details of num. implementation:  

  Buss et al, Phys. Rept. 512 (2012) 1- 124 
�  Code available from gibuu.hepforge.org 

 
Mine of information on theoretical treatment of potentials, 
collision terms, spectral functions and cross sections, 
useful for any generator JPARC 02/2014 



Transport Equation 

Drift term 

Collision term 

Kadanoff-Baym equation 
•  LHS: drift term + backflow (KB) terms 
•  RHS: collision term = - loss + gain terms (detailed balance) 
 

F: 8d-Spectral 
phase space 
density 
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Collision term 

with  

    

For two-body collisions 
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�  GiBUU describes (within the same unified theory 
and code) 
�  heavy ion reactions, particle production and flow  
�  pion and proton induced reactions 
�  low and high energy photon and electron induced reactions 
�  neutrino induced reactions 
using the same physics input! And the same code! 
NO TUNING! 
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GiBUU Ingredients 
n  In-medium corrected primary interaction cross sections,  

nucleons bound and  moving in local Fermigas 
n  Includes spectral functions for baryons and mesons 

(binding + collision broadening) 
n  Vector couplings taken from electro-production (MAID) 
n  Axial couplings modeled with PCAC 
n  Hadronic couplings for FSI taken from PDG 
n  Events for W > 2 GeV (DIS) from PYTHIA 
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Check: pions, protons 
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γ ->π0 on  Pb Proton transparency 

Pion reaction Xsect. 



SIS - DIS 

JPARC 02/2014 

Shallow Inelastic Scattering, 
interplay of different reaction mechanisms   Curves: GiBUU 



Reaction Types 
n  3 major reaction types relevant: 
1.  QE scattering 

I.  true QE (single particle interaction) 
II.  many-particle interactions (RPA + 2p2h + spectral functions) 

2.  Pion production 
3.  SIS and DIS   (less important at T2K and MiniBooNE) 
n  All reaction types are entangled:  

final states may look the same 
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T2K vs MB Flux 

less pions less RPA 

T2K ND280 
205kA flux 
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Neutrino-nucleon cross section 

πCCQE 1π	
 DIS 

note: 
10-38 cm² = 10-11 mb 

In the region of modern  
experiments (0.5 – 10 GeV) 
all 3 mechanisms overlap 
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Quasielastic scattering 

§  Vector form factors from e –scattering 
§  axial form factors  
   FA ó FP and FA(0) via PCAC 
   dipole ansatz for FA with  
   MA= 1 GeV:   

 

W, Z 
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2p-2h Processes 
n  Model for ν + p1 + p2 à p3 + p4 + l (no recoil)	


  

Flux smears out details in hadron tensor W 
W contains 2p-2h and poss. RPA effects 

Ansatz for W: Wµν = gµν F(Q2) 
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The MiniBooNE QE Puzzle 

n      

Phase-space model for 2p-2h 
Absolute value fitted to data. 

M = const Μ = Μ(Ε,q), Wµν ~ PT
µν (q)  
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Pion Production 

n  Pion production dominated by P33(1232) resonance (not just a heavier nucleon) 

 
n  CV(Q2)  from electron data (MAID analysis with CVC) 

 
n  CA(Q2)  from fit to neutrino data (experiments on hydrogen/deuterium),  

     so far only CA
5 determined, for other axial FFs only educated guesses 
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Pion Production 

  10 % error in C5
A(0) 

discrepancy between elementary data sets 
àimpossible to determine 3 axial formfactors 

New pion data on elementary target desparately needed! 

data:  
PRD 25, 1161 (1982), PRD 34, 2554 (1986) 
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Electrons as Benchmark for GiBUU 

No free parameters! 
no 2p-2h, contributes 
in dip region and under Δ	


12C 

FIGURE 1. Typical behavior of the inclusive electron-nucleus scattering cross section at beam energy
around 1 GeV, as a function of the electron energy loss ω

Ref. [13], while the theoretical results have been obtained within the approach described
in Refs. [9, 14], using a state-of-the-art parametrization of the measured proton and
neutron vector form factors.

FIGURE 2. Inclusive electron-carbon cross section at beam energy Ee = 730 MeV and electron scat-
tering angle θe = 37◦, plotted as a function of the energy loss ω . The data points are from Ref. [13].

Applying the same scheme employed to obtain the solid line of Fig. 2 to neutrino
scattering one gets the results shown in Fig. 3. The data points represent the double
differential CCQE cross section averaged over the MiniBooNE neutrino flux, whose
mean energy is ⟨ Eν ⟩ = 788 MeV, plotted as a function of the kinetic energy of the
outgoing muon at different values of the muon scattering angle. The solid lines show the
results (integrated over the cosθµ bins) obtained using the same spectral functions and
vector form factors employed in the calculation of the electron scattering cross section
of Fig. 2, and the dipole parametrization of the axial form factor with MA = 1.03 MeV.
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O. Benhar, spectral fctn 

Trouble for neutrinos:  ω must be reconstructed 
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Pion Spectra in MB 

Strong fsi effect (π + N à Δ, Δ + N à NN) not seen in data 
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Pion Production in T2K 

Δ  dominant 	

only up to 0.8 GeV 

Measurement 
of π+ production 
between about 
0.5 and 0.8 GeV 
would be clean probe 
of Δ dynamics. 
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Pion Production in T2K 

T2K pion data may help to distinguish between ANL and BNL input 
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Upper curve: BNL input, lower curve: ANL input 
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Oscillation 
 and Energy Reconstruction 

 n  For nuclear targets QE reaction must be identified to use 
the reconstruction formula for Eν 
exp: 1 lepton, no pion, any number of other hadrons	


n  But: exp. definition of QE cannot distinguish between 
true QE (1p-1h), N* and 2p-2h interactions 

n  Many different reaction mechanisms, besides true QE, 
can contribute to the same outgoing lepton kinematics 
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Energy Reconstruction by QE 
n  CCQE scattering on neutron at rest 

n  Energy 

 
 
n  Q2 

n  Energy reconstruction tilts spectrum, 
affects Q2 distribution at small Q2 
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energy reconstruction on neutrino oscillation properties.

This will be done in Sec. V. We note that studies along

these lines have already been undertaken in Refs. [11, 23,

26].

IV. MOMENTUM TRANSFER

RECONSTRUCTION

The reconstruction procedure, based on true-QE kine-

matics and being applied to Cherenkov QE-like events,

leads to distortions not only in the neutrino energy re-

construction, but also in the Q

2 reconstruction.

Indeed, the reconstructed Q

2 is defined as

Q

2
rec = �m

2
µ + 2Erec

⌫ (Eµ � |~kµ| cos ✓µ) , (5)

using the reconstructed energy E

rec
⌫ .

As we mentioned in the Introduction, the observed Q

2

dependence of MiniBooNE cross section can e↵ectively

be described as QE scattering with axial mass around 1.3

GeV. Thus, to get the MiniBooNE observed distribution,

one needs a noticeable contribution which falls down with

Q

2 more slowly than the true-QE cross section obtained

with a dipole form factor with MA = 1 GeV. In our case

this is a 2p2h contribution. One would naively expect,

that the degree of this slowness would be quantified by

the di↵erence between the dipoles with MA = 1.0 and

1.3 GeV. The necessity of reconstructing the Q

2 makes

this more complicated.

Figure 9 shows the influence of the reconstruction pro-

cedure (5) on the Q2 distributions for the QE-like events

of various origins. Similar to the case of neutrino en-

ergy, for true-QE events distributions versus true and

reconstructed energies nearly coincide. For fake events

the reconstructed distributions (solid curves) are notice-

ably steeper than the true ones (dashed curves). This

leads to the same e↵ect for all QE-like events. Thus, the

reconstruction procedure (5) makes the Q

2 distribution

look steeper, which in turn means that the distribution of

2p-2h contribution versus true Q

2 should be even flatter

than the naive expectation.
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FIG. 9: (Color online) The event distribution in the Mini-

BooNE experiment: �(Etrue)⇥ d�0⇡/dQ
2
true (dashed) vs true

and �(Erec) ⇥ d�̃0⇡/dQ
2
rec (solid) vs reconstructed squared

momentum transfer. The data are multiplied by a factor 0.9.

Within the 2p-2h model employed in this paper, for

QE and 2p-2h events (labeled ”2p2h+QE”) the agree-

ment of the reconstructed curve with the MiniBooNE

extracted data is not perfect. For lower Q

2 the calcu-

lated curves are higher than the data; this is the region

where RPA e↵ects should bring them down [12, 21]. For

Q

2
> 0.35 GeV our reconstructed curve is steeper than

the data. For all events (MiniBooNE measured) the dif-

ferences are larger, which is due to the di↵erent treat-

ment of stuck-pion events in the GiBUU and NUANCE

generators.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) QE-like cross section originating from

QE and 2p-2h processes only (solid line) and from all pro-

cesses (dashed line) within the GiBUU calculations. Mea-

sured and extracted MiniBooNE data points are the same

as in Fig. 1. The di↵erence between them (open circles) is

compared with the GiBUU stuck-pion cross section (dotted

line). All data are plotted vs reconstructed energy, whereas

the theoretical curves are plotted vs true neutrino energy.

that the sum of true-QE and 2p-2h contributions fitted

the extracted MiniBooNE data. This is shown in Fig. 4,

where the solid (“true-QE + 2p2h”) line is the GiBUU

model calculation that includes only true-QE and 2p-2h

cross sections. Even with this fit, as illustrated in Fig. 4,

the measured data points still do not agree with our curve

for the total QE-like cross section. The latter is shown

by the dashed (“all”) line and includes all processes that

lead to a QE-like final state.

As shown in the previous section, the absolute contri-

bution of fake stuck-pion QE-like events (that is, the dif-

ference between the dashed and the solid curves in Fig. 4,

also shown as dotted curve) is zero for E⌫ < 0.4 GeV and

slowly grows with increasing energy. The MiniBooNE re-

sults (open circles), however, show quite a di↵erent pic-

ture. The contribution of fake events is largest at low

energies and decreases further as energy grows (open cir-

cles in Fig. 4). The theoretical “all” and “true-QE +

2p2h” curves do not agree with the data; both have a

noticeably di↵erent shape. As we will show later in this

paper, the resolution of this seeming contradiction lies

in the fact that in Fig. 4 the data are plotted versus re-

constructed energy whereas the calculated curves are all

plotted versus true energy.

III. ENERGY RECONSTRUCTION BASED ON

QE KINEMATICS

To resolve the contradiction shown in Fig. 4, let us con-

sider the energy reconstruction procedure used by Mini-

BooNE and its influence not just on the QE scattering,

but also on the QE-like cross sections. As was shown al-

ready in [17, 23, 24], a 2p-2h interaction, when leading to

a final state with zero pions and thus recorded as QE-like

event, is on average recorded with a reconstructed energy

lower than the true energy.

For QE scattering on a nucleon at rest the incoming

neutrino energy is directly linked to the kinematics of

the outgoing lepton and is thus known when lepton an-

gle ✓µ and energy Eµ are measured. Therefore, the for-

mula used by MiniBooNE for the energy reconstruction

is based on the assumption of QE scattering on a nucleon

at rest [25] even though nuclear targets with binding and

Fermi motion are used. The reconstructed (rec) neutrino

energy is defined as

E

rec
⌫ =

2(Mn � EB)Eµ � (E2
B � 2MnEB +m

2
µ +�M

2)

2
h
Mn � EB � Eµ + |~kµ| cos ✓µ

i
.

(1)

Here Mn is the mass of the neutron, �M

2 = M

2
n �M

2
p ,

and |~kµ| =
q

E

2
µ �m

2
µ is the absolute value of the three-

momentum of the outgoing muon. This formula, there-

fore, neglects any Fermi-motion e↵ects; binding is taken

into account only by a constant removal energy EB > 0.

It is essential to realize that use of this formula is justified

only if the reaction mechanism has been identified as be-

ing true QE scattering; admixture of any other reaction

modes leads to an incorrect reconstruction of energy. In

the following we will explore how large these errors actu-

ally are.
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0 Pion Events from GiBUU 
 

From Coloma & Huber: arXiv:1307.1243v1  
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Energy reconstruction in MB 

  Reconstructed energy 
shifted to lower energies  
for all processes  
beyond QE 
Reconstruction must be 
done for 0 pion events 
Not only 2p-2h important 

MiniBooNE flux 
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Energy-Reconstruction 

Reconstr. energy  
contains a superposition of 
many true energies: 
1. broadening due to Fermi 
    motion 
2. High energy tails due to  
    reaction mechanisms  
    other than QE 
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T2K migration matrix 

T2K Flux 
Target: 16O 
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Oscillation signal in T2K 
νµ disappearance  

GiBUU Martini 
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Sensitivity of oscillation parameters 
to nuclear model 

P. Coloma, P. Huber, 
 arXiv:1307.1243, July 2013 
Analysis based on GiBUU 

T2K 

true reconstructed 
from naive  
QE dynamics 
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Oscillation signal in T2K  
δCP sensitivity of appearance exps 

Uncertainties due to energy reconstruction 
 as large as δCP dependence 
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Sensitivity of T2K 
 to Energy Reconstruction 

D.J. Ernst et al., arXiv:1303.4790 [nucl-th] 
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Summary 
n  Energy and Q2 reconstruction essential for precision 

determination of neutrino oscillation parameters (and 
neutrino-hadron cross sections) 

n  Energy and Q2 reconstruction requires reliable event 
generators, of same quality as experimental equipment 

n  Precision era of neutrino physics requires much more 
sophisticated generators and a dedicated effort in theory 
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Generators 
n  Generator is an important part of any experiment:  

Need generator for transformation 
reconstructed energy à true energy 

n  at the end of a very sophisticated experiment you do not 
want to have someone with a ‚crummy‘ code to mess up 
your data! 

n  Generator-Development must be integral part of any 
experiment (and its funding)! 
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Precision era requires better generators 

n  Present generators have evolved into a patchwork of 
theories, recipes and fit parameters without any 
theoretical justification and loose predictive power 

 
n  It is thus time to critically scrutinize existing generators, 

take the best parts from any of them, supplement them 
with consistent theory and build a  

                              ν-GENIE (or NEUT) 
JPARC 02/2014 



Precision era requires better generators 
What needs to be done? Theory 

1.  Develop consistent framework for many-body effects: 
spectral functions + couplings, consistent groundstates 

2.  Theory must comprise besides QE also pion and DIS 
region because all are entangled 

3.  Parametrize hadron tensors as function of relevant 
kinematical variables for use in generators 

4.  Consistency of inclusive and exclusive X-sections 
5.  Improve all important final state interactions 
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Guiding Principles for a new Generator 
n  Consistency: 

e.g., same ground state for all subprocesses (negative example: 
combine free uniform Fermi gas with bound state local gas) 

n  Detailed balance: 
e.g.: Δ + N àNN (pionless Delta decay)  must be related to  
N + N à Δ + N (negative example: just take out 20% Δs) 

n  Relativity:  
e.g., generator collision criterion σ = π d2 is incorrect  

n  Correct: in nuclear structure and reaction theory 
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